, together with two subsequently published studies, a casecontrolled study from Finland by Mattila et al 3 and a prospective cohort study by Hujeol et al 4 from America all come to the same conclusion. This is that there is no evidence to support a relationship between periodontal disease and coronary heart disease.
All three studies come from the level B category as defined on the Centre for Evidence-based Medicine's website (http://cebm.jr2.ox.ac.uk/docs/levels. html). Level A includes randomised controlled trials and systematic reviews of randomised controlled trials which would be difficult to conduct. Each of the articles is summarised in this issue and an editorial, Cause Ce Âle Ábre discuses all three.
One of the difficulties that arise in these and similar studies is the problem of differentiating between cause and association. For, although many are aware, that simply because two conditions are associated, it does not necessarily follow that the one is the cause of the other. So to assist readers we have taken the opportunity to look at the fundamentals of this differentiation.
The need to properly evaluate studies before acting upon their findings is at the core of the evidence-based approach. Would a careful critical evaluation of the initial study from Matilla et al 5 have prevented the initial wave of enthusiasm which built up in the USA leading to the``floss or die'' quote? Or were the correct conclusions drawn at the time and over hyped?
I believe that a critical assessment of the initial study would have would have prevented or tempered our American colleague's statement, for now we are in a position of saying we were wrong. This ebb and flow of the information tide may well seem natural to the scientist but the public's confidence in researchers and scientific method is low at present and these constant changes increase their scepticism.
This scepticism is something that can be ill afforded in an area like dentistry where the relative amount of research money is small. Weak associations with systemic disease may seem like an attractive method of improving the profile of dental research as was the theory of focal sepsis in improving the claims of dentistry to be a profession at the beginnings of the last century 6 , but they could backfire. We need to improve the overall quality of research in dentistry. For while there are encouraging trends in the increasing availability of better studies 7 , gathering material for this journal and recent systematic reviews have shown time and time again that we are lacking clear evidence for the effectiveness of some of the treatments we carry out. We at Evidence-based Dentistry endeavour to find and evaluate the best available dental evidence. However, all practitioners need to be both critical of what they read, and complain about the quality of what is written in journals.
Complaining about the quality of the research presented in the journals will help engender better research. More importantly from the readers' point of view they should complain about the clarity of writing style. For clarity of presentation from the authors assists the reader in critically assessing the research presented. The adoption by an increasing number of journals of the structured abstract is a welcome sign in this direction, as is the adoption of the CONSORT 8 and QUOROM 9 guidelines, which are discussed in this issue. However, it will take a while but persevere, for as, Shakespeare wrote some new piece of evidence to return to the status quo. So we need to concentrate on both the quality of our dental research and the critical interpretation of this research before we make sweeping pronouncements likè`F loss or die''.
